
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Looking ahead, increasing southerly winds are forecast across the gulf in advance of a large upper low, which should amplify over 
Arizona/New Mexico Monday into Tuesday. Downstream of this low, a compact area of low pressure is forecast to develop off the
Lower Texas Coast and lift northeastward toward the Delta on Wednesday. Strong to gale force southerly winds will likely increase 
in coverage over the gulf with building rough seas of 8-12 feet into Thursday morning. Finally, as the aforementioned upper low 
over Arizona/New Mexico ejects into the Midwest, a cold front is forecast to push into the western gulf Thursday evening into
Friday. Numerous showers and thunderstorms are likely with the front, but winds are actually forecast to diminish rather than
increase with the front's arrival. As such, rough seas Thursday morning will gradually diminish to slight to moderate heights through 
Friday. 
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure over the eastern gulf will maintain relatively calm conditions gulf-wide for the next few days.  Slight seas and 
gentle to moderate winds will be common through Monday.  Short term impacts will include a weakening cold front to the 
gulf, which is forecast to move offshore of the Texas/Louisiana Coasts later this afternoon.  This front will bring minimal winds 
with it before stalling and quickly dissipating through Monday morning.  However, isolated showers may accompany the front 
into early next week. 
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